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Adams Fiber Acquires WCI Technologies
Golden, IL— Adams Fiber proudly announces the purchase of West Central Illinois Technology Consultants, Inc. (WCI
Technologies), a Quincy based company which focuses on home computer repair and maintenance while also building
entire networks for small businesses. This agreement enables Adams to provide complete, local IT expertise for all of
their customer’s technology needs. It will also allow current and future customers a single point resource for IT services
ranging from their initial Internet and telephone connections to their entire computer functionality and overall user
experience.
“WCI Technologies has built a solid reputation in our community for providing dependable and reliable computer repair
and support with unbeatable customer service. We are eager to team with them to offer our collective customer bases
a comprehensive and trusted solution for their computer systems allowing us to provide an excellent customer
experience for our customers,” said Mike Ridder, Chief Operating Officer.
David Hess will be integral in our new endeavor, Adams Experts, which will ensure our joint customers experience
personalized, stress-free IT solutions from local technology specialists. “This will be the perfect fit to expand our
services and range of product offerings to benefit WCI Technologies’ customers while giving current Adams customers
the option of customized computer care for their home and office,” said David Hess, owner and operator of WCI
Technologies since 2002. WCI’s Broadway location will be closing in the next few weeks and re-opening as Adams
Experts in the Adams Fiber office located at 3555 N. 24th St., Quincy, IL. Customers can expect the same friendly,
affordable computer service they have grown to expect over the years. You can reach Adams Experts at 217-2220045.
Adams has over 60 years of experience in the telecommunications industry, providing telephone and broadband
Internet services in places where there was previously little or no coverage. The company is well known for business
communication, Internet offerings and for investing in communities to further economic development.
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